Fiat Currency, Labor Value, and Money

In answer to Straitshot47’s question on the forums:

Straitshot47 wrote:

You ask what will replace money? Our money means nothing right now, and requires FAITH. If SS can't understand that our whole financial system, since the great depression, has been based solely on faith and nothing intrinsic of value, then one has to start reading some financial history.

What is 'Fiat Money'
Fiat money is currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but it is not backed by a physical commodity. The value of fiat money is derived from the relationship between supply and demand rather than the value of the material that the money is made of. Historically, most currencies were based on physical commodities such as gold or silver, but fiat money is based solely on the faith and credit of the economy.

Fiat currency is real money because you can spend it. That is what money is: a medium of exchange for goods and services. All money is Fiat in a sense of principal, as it's about assigning value to something people agree to, gold, paper, Fiat by decree. Hitler took Germany off the (((gold))) standard and into a Fiat style economy, which is a labor-based economy. It's right there in the definition you posted.

The gold standard is what jewish libertarians push because the jewish banks have all the gold and they can then create dollar scarcity from this control. And rule by scarcity and the monopoly on power it gives them. The Founding Fathers of America had Fiat currency as well.

Is there a Libertarian ideologue who is not a scheming Kike working for Jewish banking interest? Rabbi Marx told us that capitalism is the religion of the Jew. He should know, since he created a system for the Jews to steal the wealth and property of the entire world, which is what capitalism does. It's right in the Torah in Deuteronomy. The Jews are given the command to use what we call capitalism today: That of usury and the Plutocracy. It was created to conquer the Gentiles and enslave them to debt and rule them by monopoly.
Every Alt-lite, libertarian personality today is always literally a kike, who demands civic Nationalism for everyone but Israel as well. Globalism within one Nation for the Goyim. When money rules and Jews rule the money.....

Usury already existed before Fiat. In a proper Fiat situation you can't have usury, because it attempts to assign value to a medium of exchange for value onto the medium. And in a Fiat society, Labor is the value that makes money fruitful, not money itself. Such a society has a proper moral structure economically and would recognize usury for the criminal principal it is. The writings of the capitalists, who were sophists for the usurers of their time like Smith and Hume, claim otherwise and try and reverse the principal that money makes labor of value. Really..... You can't plant a crop with dollar bills. But you can grow a crop of food, which is real value, and then use money to exchange for it. Money is sterile paper and barren metal. Usury has ruined every economy of every nation that allowed it to exist. Hence capitalism's true definition, that of State-sponsored usury, is the correct one. This is how the psychological system of capitalism always ends. From Florence of the 15th century to the Federal Reserve of current year. They call this Crony Capitalism today. Which is the true form of the system. The Bankers and their monopolies on everything simply sit back and steal the fruits of the labor of the entire nation state.

It was always a foolish notion to think that the system of capitalism, a system created by Jewish moneylenders and Le Happy Merchants, would not end as a Plutocracy. Every time the seed of capitalism is planted in a nation’s soil, Crony Capitalism always springs up. Run by Jewish Plutocracy. Yet the Jews then turn around and send their Jewish agents out to con the rest of us to keep morally supporting capitalism because Muh capitalism.

Capitalism is a Jewish system of organized theft and political control from what their monopoly gives them, and as Rabbi Marx admitted, is based on their Torah.

Capitalism is Jewish theology applied to economics.
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